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ASIS'"RACT
In acq'iirino materials to build library colleons,

two functions have to be performed; selection and hcouisition.
necause the selection of hooks for inclusion in a library collection
requires an intimate understandino of the vuruose of the library, a
detailed knowledge of the subject area in question, time to read anA
make judgements about the value of any particular volume, and
finally, the authority to develop the collections, librarians in
university libraries are in trouble today. A brief look at the
°volution of this problem of who should select and acquire hooks for
the library collection is presented with numerous quotes from
authorities in the field starting with Richard PePury in the 1?th
century It must be decided whether the range of duties required of a
subject specialist/selector can effectively be one separately by
various people or whether this lob reguirt,.s extremely competent
people wi th broad, non-library preparation. (NH)
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Because the selection of books for inclusion in a library collection

requires an intimate understanding of the purpose of the library, a detailed

knowledge of the subject area in questicn, time to read and make judgments

about the value of any particular volume, and finally the authority to develop

the collections, librarians in university libraries are in trouble today. In

past years these factors so important to the levelopment of collections were

much less complicated and the building of libraries proceeded apace, with more

attention given to the problems of arrangement of metericls, indexing through

the public catalog, and the development of patron-oriented reference works and

services. Perhaps the complexity of the problem of book selection, the reali-

zation that analysis of it was like attempting the analysis of a can of worms

has been just what persuaded eager library theoreticians to seek the less

wiggly areas.

The importance of book selection has, of course, been recognized as

primary'in the development of libraries. Richard ne Bury in the 1: :1 century

explains that he was careful to seek out only the best in literature. And in

a later age, with perhaps more levity, Jared Bean (or Edmund Lester Pearson?)

remarks

The Librarian may be justly compar'd with him who keeps en Armoury of

Woopons; for as the keeper dath neither forge the ie.ptements of War, net

employ then on the field of Battle, sa neither doth the Librarian conpse

the learn'.] Works which are under his charge, nor use their visdom in his

own especial interest.

But like that other Keeper, it is his Duty to see that his Armoury

(which is the Library) be wy11 stock'd with the fittest Weapons...
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And in another place:

You shall chuse your Books with Care and Circumspection. When you

have determin'd that it is prudent to purchase a certain Work do so call-

t.Louely and make a Shrewd Bargain with the Vendor. It will then be your

Duty to Peruse the Volume, even if (as doubtless will be the Fact) you

have scan'd it before Buying.

Do nit let the Importunities of Pereons who come to the Library hasten

you in the performance of this Task. They should be Content to wait for

the Book until you have Satisfied yourself of its contents.

But then, typically, even Master Bean proceeds to the problem of acces-

sioning and cataloging. We see in his discussion, though, and indeed through-

out the whole of library literature, the assumption that it is the librarian

who is responsible for the collection. In earlier years, in what acems to have

been (and I think probably was) a less frantic time, librarians wee expected

to read, indeed it was part of the caricature, and the implication was the

broad pursuit of knowled ;e, presumably to be better able to select and recom-

mend books. In colleges a member of the faculty was chosen to be the librar-

ian, and the implication is again easy to determine, that the development of

this half of the educational system had to be in the hands of a person of

erndition and scholarly dedication. in the days of the last century, with

limited publication, smaller academic programs, and more time, the librarian

still was able to keep up with available literature. But tines changed.

Book prodvctior multiplied by tens of times, scholarshi? particularly

in the sciences made giant leaps forward, {mutation increased, production

techniques freed man from total devotion to obtaining food and clothing, and

education became at the same tine sore feasible, 'sure necessary, and more



available. And the librarian's office changed from a quiet, stuiinus sanctu-

ary to Grand Central Stption. The trend in librarianship was to figure out

solutions to the technical problems, much as cataloging, and to relegate the

choosing of the books, perhaps by default, to the faculty. Cn the one side

this trend was supported as the only - and indeed, the desirable solution;

for example, !Landoll and Goodrich:

The library. . .is relatively helpless. . .unless there be a conscious

effort on the part of the teachers 'o assit it. This effort. . .must

begin with careful book selection. . . . ;very member of the teaching

staff is, in a real sense, a member of the library staff and is respon-

sible with it for the collection of the proper books and for their

distribution.
2

To be sure they de not leave the part of the librarian out of the picture,

and add concerning his nerd for erudition:

There is no sadder spectacle than a scholar trying to eNplain himself and

his needs to a ran with no understanding of schelarship, unless it be the

3
latter trying to co:..prchend the former.

This ambivalence has continued in library thinking for some time. In

the early edition of their work, Vilson and Tauber had the followln3 statement:

nook oraers, ori3inatini; Pith the faculty, w=unlly tear the approval of

faculty lOrery vepresentatives or the aarAnistrative heads of instruc-

tional departnentr. In those icw universities in which funds are ample

to cover practically every request, orders ray to direct to the librarian

4
from the faculty member.

But further en in cementing on acquisition policies, they say:
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In the third place -- and more important -- the validity of the assump-

tion upon which the division of responsibility between the library staff

and faculty for the selection of general and special material rests may

well be examined. This assumption is that the faculty is more competent

than the library staff to select materials for the support of instruction

and research. Granting that faculty members ore more familiar with sub-

ject fields than are library staff members, it does not follow that the

faculty can or will devote sufficient time to this activity to insure the

systematic building-up of a collection that will be adequate to meet the

5
demands made u2on it.

Two comments ray be made, it seems to me, first that the edition of

11 years later does not modify these remarks, nor, second, is there any sug-

gestion that the situation could be improved by the employment of a different

type of librarian.

Ae that as it may, it is true that university libraries have rele-

gated to the faculty the responsibility of initiatirg a major portion of the

decisions to purchase, and have kept for themselves the responsibilities of

seeing to it that general reference materials are purchased and that the col-

lections on the whole stay fairly well rounded. The procedures by which this

symbiotic relationship is kept in some semblance of equilibrium vary a bit,

but not so much that Fussier Was not able to describe the typical at -mpent

quite yell:

The tradition of book selection in most university libraries ray be de-

scribed somewhat as follows. IV sone device or other, the bulk of the

available book fund for the year WAS broken down into departmental Allo-

cations, the site of which varied Recording to various ingenious formulae

or weighted factors such as the extent of existing library resources, the
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amount of publishing being done in the field, the cost of publications in

a particular field, numbers of graduate and undergraduate students, num-

ber of faculty mombers, and the amount allotted last year, to name a few

of the more common factors. The librarian kept a reserve to be used to

cover general acquisitions and to help with major departmental purchases.

Each department then appointed e library advisor who either ordered

materials on his own initiative or on the recommendation of his depart-

mental colleagues.
6

And this is the arrangemer.t with which most university libraries are

saddled today. To speak of "'in acquisition policy," then, with this many

people involved, is to refer to the impossible, though we continue to do so.

Keyes Metcalf in an article almost 20 years ago said:

Problems of acquisition policy are in many ways the most important con-

fronting administrators of university libraries. This, unfortunately,

does not t.ean that these problems have never been dodged; many of the

difficulties now besetting great t.earch libraries. . .result from

7

failures to face such problems squarely.

He then proceeds to dodge them for Harvard for 10 pages.

All the while, of course, we have had many essays on book selection

And the book selector. Analyses of the job of book selection Are numerous and

various - in quality at least. Most analyse in various ways the bases on

which selection decision are made, such as the reputation of the author, the

importance of the subject to the library, the edition, the bins of the author,

the library's holdings, and so forth. Implicit in this analysis is the require-

ment that some person can be found competent to make the judgments, and thus,

perhaps, the relegation of the duty to the faculty is the one best hope - but

admittedly not perfect.
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No one to my knowledge has gone so far in discussing the "Personal

qualifications of the selector" as Francis Drury, and while the language

used to express the ideas may be quaint, I think it bears rending:

In addition to learning the theories and fundamentals of book selection

through study and experience, the competent selector must make certain

things a sure and definite part of his equipment. First of all, he

should understand human nature and appreciate why people read. Then he

should know the comunity or the constituency uhich the library serves.

He should know the uses to be made of books.
8

Experience in a library is, however very necessary for the selector.

It ripens and mellows judgment. Judgment without experience produces a

theorist; experience without judgment, a hide-hound conservative. Like-

wise, experience consummates education And training. Education without

experience products a pedant; experience without education, a Philistine.

Library ,,,:perience is ;aired through actual service, perhaps in the ref-

,-.rence or circulaeien departments. Here come the contacts with readers

which show what is expected of the library; here are developed the keen

consciousness and feeling for the public which are essential in aaeisfying

demand; here is demonstrated the worth of A book by the use which is made

of it here are evolved the perspective which visions the value of a par-

tkular hook to All individual reader, the attitude which recognises the

wishes of others, though contrary to one's own, And the catholicity of

taste which subordinates one's o'n likes and dislikes.9

It might be suggested that hidden in the midst of this verbiage are

references to the very qualities, Attitudes, and experience which make a

congloneration of faculty such poor selectors. But it is easy to see why
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they must be. Their time is occupied primarily with the classroom or with

their personal research. Neither of these is condusive to study of anti-

quarian catalogs, new sad forthcoming book lists, or selective bibliogra-

phies of subject' areas. At best the faculty member may find, in preparation

for a particular class, that the collection in that small area is weak and

nay be prompted to soy to to a librarian; or in pursuing research for an

article, he may he made to of a desirable journal that should be sub-

scribed to, and may forward to the library a request for it. It is unfor-

tunately true that even if all faculty nem!,ers were moderately active in

strengthening the library in the areas in which they taught and researcher,

there would still be large gaps left in the collection, and this for

general university library is unfortunate.

It seems then that what is needed is a person with subject Itnow1edg2,

bibliographic 1(nowlcdge, rn acquaintance with the particular library col-

lection, and with the acetleric program of the university, that is, the scholar

librarian of by-gone years. And such a realisation has core to many of the

larger university libraries in recent years. Robert Haro reported in 1967

that of 52 research libraries heard from in his recent survey, a ralor nimber

utilised librarians in some way to plug this hole;

Of the libraries with over 500,000 volume collections, epproxinavely 69%

utilized bibliographers or subject specialists who were located to the

tnchnical services or were directly responsible either to the director

of libraries or one of the assistant directors; 22% of the revaininA

libraries within this site -class utilised the heads of divisional rending

rooms or subject areas as selectors. Only 6, of these libraries used

subject specialists in reference deparIents as selectors.
10



If the question of the academic preparation of these people and their

major duty of selection has not been a great matter for discussion, th% question

of the department in which they servc has, and I believe the lack of tinder-

standing of the essential function of the acquisitions department is at the

heart of the natter. In the acquiring, of materials to build library collec-

tions, ;:wo functions have to be performed; selection and acquisition. That

is, through knowledge of the collection, the subject area, and the patrons'

requirements, it is determined that such and such materials should be procured

and added to the collection. Then the acquisition step cpmes in, with its

expertise in the matters of bibliographic description, thn book trade, the

mysteries of the book funds and accounting, etc. No.4, as long as faculty are

doing the selecting, the acquisition department does its squiring in the best

spirit. But as soon cs it is determined that the library steff should assume

major responsibility for selection, then the acquisition department claims

that it is their province and that selectors or subject specialists can func-

tion properly only if In that department.

Obviously this is not so, and in fact, it is probable that they should

be in a public service department in order to eaintain better a connection

with the public and thus an understanding of their needs. Everett T. Moore

discussed the responsibilities of reference librarians in academic libraries:

Reference librarians are, therefore, increasingly engaged in a variety of

specialized functions and responsibilities. With these responsibilities

must necessarily to greater responsibility for collection building and

selection of materials in spocialized fields. Whatever organization of

services in acadenis and research libraries brings these activities more

fully rota the area of reference work is likely to be a healthy 011e, for
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it combines the reference librarians' active functions of interpreting

the libraries' services and collections with responsibilities for devel-

11
oping and extenCng its resources. (But, of course, Mr. Moore is a

reference librarian.)

Dr. Cecil K. Byrd in his article cited as reading material below has

done a very good job of explaining how the University of Indiana dealt with

the problem. Mr. Robert Haro, in a very recent article, which is also cited

below for reading, has done a more general discussion of this particular prob-

lem and his paper was reacted to by Mrs. Helen Welsh Tuttle, a member of this

summer's faculty.

It is contended by some, as by Mrs. Tuttle, that the range of duties

required of a subject specialist/selector is too great, and I think that it

must he decided whether these duties can effectively be clone separately by

various people or have we, after years of analyzing libi7ary functions, finally

found one job that requires extremely competent people with broad, non-library

pre'paration.
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